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This upcoming course will teach you strategies for reading and truly understanding specific kinds of complex
texts in all subjects — reading a biology textbook, for example, is different than reading short stories or history
research articles. You will learn to develop and defend ideas from the text and write about them in different
college-level formats.
Literacy Ready prepares you to read and write about college-level texts in core subjects through 6 units: 2 in
social science, 2 in English, and 2 in science. The following assignments, while all on the same topic, are
arranged similarly; some are literary in nature, some are historical, and some are scientific. Thoroughly read
each text; some texts may require multiple readings. The texts should be read in the order listed below:
Historical documents:

Literary documents:

Scientific documents:

“9/11 Time Line”
“Presidential Remarks, Barksdale Air Force Base”
“Presidential Address from the Cabinet Room”
“Editorial by Susan Sontag” (non-fiction)
“Excerpt from ‘Open Letter. . .’ “ (non-fiction)
“Talking to Your Child . . . “ (satire)
“leap” (poem)
“9/11 and Probability Theory”
“9/11 Ethic Report”

This assignment counts as a 100 point major grade. The complete assignment is due on the second full day of
class in whichever semester you have English IV. NOTE: Students will not get schedules until late July or
early August, so summer reading assignments should be completed over the summer and students should be
prepared to submit them on August 9.  For each day the assignment is late, your grade will drop one letter
grade. Copying the work of other students or material found on the internet is plagiarism and will result in a
zero for the assignment and further disciplinary action.
Answers must be typed in 12 pt. Times New Roman font, double-spaced, with 1-inch margins. Tasks should
be completed in the order given; please number each answer to correspond with the question. Whenever
appropriate, use textual evidence with appropriate MLA citations. You should look up unfamiliar words you
encounter in the texts or the questions.
Be prepared to discuss and to complete additional assignments dealing with these topics during the first
weeks of school.

